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Abstract: Bionic interfaces have received much attention owing to their attractive hydrophobic
and tribological potential. Although a great deal of research has been carried out on biomimetic
nanostructures, the basic theory, experimental application, and related techniques of hydrophobicity
of biomimetic nanostructures, as well as the relationship between the state of lubricants and friction
in tribology have not been fully explored. In this review, based on a brief discussion of the theory of
hydrophobicity, the role of two-dimensional bionic structures in the wet state is introduced, and the
wetting mechanism and applications are discussed. Then, the synergistic effects and mechanisms
of bionic weaving and lubricants in the dry/wet friction state are investigated. In addition, the
contribution of bionic structures to the fields of hydrophobicity and tribology further deepens the
knowledge and enriches the practical applications of bionic surface weaving.

Keywords: biomimetic interfaces; hydrophobicity; tribology

1. Introduction

As one of the most interesting science topics, bionics is an interdisciplinary subject
that combines biology and technology [1–5]. According to relevant research, plants and
animals have evolved over hundreds of millions of years, not only perfectly adapting to
nature but also approaching perfection. Bionics attempts to solve technical problems by
mimicking the functions of animals and plants in nature in terms of technology [6,7]. By
reproducing the principles of biology, humans have not only discovered technical solutions
but also solutions perfectly suited to nature’s requirements. The surfaces of many plants
and animals have evolved very specific structural forms, which have given them excellent
and unique functions [8–10]. Examples include the self-cleaning properties of the surface
of lotus leaves [11,12], the capability of geckos to walk freely on the walls [13–15], and
the low-energy coating on the shark skin [16,17]. These unique and excellent functions
enable plants and animals to survive and reproduce in the midst of the brutal competition
in nature, which attracted extensive interest from researchers.

In general, the wettability and adhesion of a solid surface are determined by combining
the chemical composition of the solid surface and the surface morphological structure [18,19].
Therefore, the modulation of wettability and adhesion can be achieved by changing the
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chemical composition of the solid surface and the surface microstructure [20,21]. As shown in
Figure 1, inspired by the ‘lotus leaf effect’ [20,22–25] and the ‘rose effect’ [26,27], the constructed
superhydrophobic surface exhibits exceptional wettability and has emerged as a prominent
research area in the current scientific frontier. With the development of research on super-
hydrophobic surfaces, the classification of their states has been extended to four categories:
the Young state, the Wenzel state [28], the Cassie state [29], and the transition state between
Wenzel and Cassie [30]. The comprehension of diverse states is advantageous for the devel-
opment of a surface capable of repelling water droplets and maintaining durability, thereby
broadening the scope of application for superhydrophobic surfaces in both industrial and
domestic settings [31,32].
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friction fields [33–39].

Surface weaving techniques have attracted extensive attention due to their potential
applications in hydrophobicity [40–42], tribology [43–45], adhesion [46], and others [47–50]
at the micro/nano scale. Friction and wear often exist in the moving parts of mechanical
systems, and these lead to significant energy loss and the failure of mechanical components,
thus affecting the efficiency and lifetime of equipment [51,52]. According to statistics,
the proportion of losses caused by friction and wear in the gross national product of
industrialized countries is increasing every year. Therefore, it is essential to reduce the
friction and wear between mechanical components [53]. The surface microstructure of
a material is essential for controlling its surface composition, structure, and interfacial
properties, thereby reducing friction and extending wear life [37].

Surface texturing can be very effective in decreasing friction and wear owing to the
hydrodynamic effects of wear debris trapping, liquid lubricant oil reservoirs, and increased
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load capacity [54,55]. In recent years, another significant aspect of surface textured solid lu-
bricant reservoir has been identified. Solid lubricants stored in the weave can be released to
the sliding interface, thereby increasing the wear life of sliding surfaces [56,57]. The usage
of efficient lubricants in solid or liquid form is the most common and effective way to im-
prove tribological performance [58]. Additionally, superlubrication is a crucial method for
addressing frictional wear, where the friction between two surfaces approaches zero [59].

Superlubrication was first proposed by Hirano and Shinjo in the 1990s as an important
means of essentially solving the aforementioned frictional wear, where friction between
two surfaces is close to zero [59]. Theoretically, owing to the interference of miscellaneous
factors and the limitations of measurement, superlubricity can be achieved with near-zero
frictional wear, and a coefficient of friction of 0.01 or less is considered to be superlubric-
ity [60]. In recent years, scholars have approximated carefully prepared c-face friction to
zero at disproportionate contact, which is also referred to as structural superlubricity [61].
Furthermore, work has been dedicated to designing special nanostructures to obtain macro-
scopic superlubricity properties. This has significant physical and technical implications
for realizing low friction and wear between moving parts.

Advanced applications of bionanostructures in the good fields of hydrophobicity
and tribology on material surfaces have not yet been summarized. In this article, we
concentrate on the experiments and mechanisms of bionanostructures in hydrophobic
and hydrophobic water. The full paper is divided into four parts as follows. In the
first section, a brief background of bionanostructures in hydrophobics and tribology is
presented. In the second section, the research progress of bionanostructures in the field of
hydrophobicity is discussed. In addition, the third section describes the research progress
of bionic structures in tribology. Finally, the fourth section provides a summary and outlook
on bionanostructures in hydrophobicity and tribology.

2. Hydrophobic Biomimetic Interfaces

It has been observed that Lotus leaves [62], water striders [63], dragonflies [64], butter-
flies [65], and taro leaves [66] are naturally endowed with particular hydrophobic perfor-
mances [62–66]. On the basis of this phenomenon, the concept of superhydrophobicity is
artificially defined. Investigations into the structure and material composition of plants
and animals have led to unprecedented enthusiasm and rapid development in the study of
hydrophobic surfaces [67–69]. Water droplets easily roll on these surfaces when the contact
angle exceeds 150◦ and the corresponding sliding angle is less than 10◦, offering excel-
lent performances such as water repellency [70], self-cleaning [71–73], and anti-icing [74].
Low-surface-energy materials and micro/nanostructures are essential to achieve the ultra-
hydrophobicity properties. Superhydrophobicity materials can be prepared by forming
micro- and nanostructures on the surface of low-surface-energy substances or by modifying
low-surface-energy materials on the surface of micro- and nanostructures [75,76]. However,
the chemical modification typically has poor thermal stability and mechanical stability
and is easy to be impaired in harsh environments. In addition, they also influence inher-
ent characteristics such as the surface conductivity and the reflectivity of materials [77].
Therefore, the design of outstanding bionanostructured surfaces is of great interest to the
hydrophobic field [78–80]. In this section, the first subsection systematically investigates
wettability theory. The second subsection conducts experiments on hydrophobic surfaces
by preparing bionanostructures. The third subsection explores the wetting mechanism of
hydrophobic surfaces in detail, while the last subsection concludes with a summary of the
applications of hydrophobic surfaces.

2.1. Theory of Hydrophobicity

Surface/interface is the transition region between phases in a multiphase system, in
which the object it studies is the transition zone from one phase to another. Based on
the different states of material aggregation, the surface/interface can be divided into the
following five types: solid–gas, liquid–gas, solid–liquid, liquid–liquid, and solid–solid
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interface. The transition areas of solid–gas and liquid–gas contact are called surfaces, while
the physical transition zones of solid–liquid, liquid–liquid, and solid–solid contact are called
interfaces. Surface and interface physicochemical phenomena occupy an important position
in materials science. Due to the different physical structures and chemical compositions,
the surface and interface of materials are significantly different from their internal bodies.
Therefore, the study of surface–interface phenomena of materials is of great importance.

Furthermore, surface wettability is considered a crucial peculiarity of solid surfaces,
which can represent the diffusion process of liquid on solid surfaces [81]. Numerous
studies showed that the wettability of a solid surface was decided by its surface chemical
composition, microscopic as well as macroscopic geometric structure [82,83]. Artificially
adjusting and changing the chemical composition and surface morphology structure of
a solid surface was the feasible strategy to transform the wettability of the solid surface.
Furthermore, external influences such as light, heat, magnetic fields, heat and solvents also
played a significant role in the wettability of solid surfaces.

At present, the wettability of solid materials is characterised by static contact angle (CA).
As shown in Figure 2a, when the liquid dropped on the solid surface, when it was in equi-
librium, tangent lines were made to the solid and liquid surfaces at the junction of solid–
liquid–gas phases and the angle formed by the tangent lines was called static contact angle (θ).
As shown in Table 1, four types of hydrophobic surfaces can be classified according to the
magnitude of the static contact angle obtained on the surface of materials.
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Table 1. Four types of hydrophobic surfaces.

Static Contact Angles Infiltration Status Surface Illustrations

θ < 10◦ Complete wettability Super hydrophilic surface
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In addition, the wetting behavior of an inclined solid surface is usually expressed by
sliding angle (SA, α) and contact angle hysteresis (CAH). The sliding angle is the minimum
angle of inclination required for a droplet to be about to roll off the inclined surface when it
is on the inclined surface. As shown in Figure 2b, the dynamic contact angle in front was
referred to as the advancing contact angle (θADV) and the dynamic contact angle behind
was referred to as the receding contact angle (θREC). This difference between θADV and
θREC was the contact angle hysteresis (∆θ) [84–87]. Generally speaking, the forward contact
angle is greater than the backward contact angle. In general, the θADV is larger than the
θREC, and the CA of a solid surface is between the θADV and θREC. The relationship between
the CAH and the SA of a solid surface can be depicted by the following Equation (1) [88]:

mg(sin α)/w = γLV(cos θREC − cos θADV) (1)

Herein, m is the mass of the droplet, w is width of the droplet, g is the acceleration of
gravity, α is the surface inclination angle required to make water droplets slide, γLV is the
interfacial tension between liquid and gas. The equation shows that the magnitude of the
CAH and SA of a solid surface reflects the adhesion of the solid surface to the liquid or
the ease of droplet detachment from the solid surface [89,90]. Specifically, the reduction in
CAH leads to a decrease in the SA [91]. The smaller values of these two parameters indicate
that the droplet exhibits enhanced spreading on the solid surface, thereby facilitating its
easy slide off the solid surface under external force. This is of great significance for some
application fields, such as self-cleaning surfaces and droplet motion control.

Studies have shown that the force field of the molecules on the surface of the liquid
is different from that of the molecules inside the liquid. The molecules in the liquid can
cancel each other out because of the symmetrical forces of the same kind of molecules
around them. However, unlike the internal molecules of the liquid, the liquid molecules
in the surface layer are not completely surrounded by the same kind of molecules, and
they are acted by both the internal molecules of the liquid and the gas molecules. At the
gas–liquid interface, the gravitational force of gas molecules pointing to the gas phase is
much smaller than that of molecules pointing to the inside of the liquid, so the force on
the molecules at the gas–liquid interface is the gravitational force pointing to the inside of
the liquid. If a molecule is moved from the inside of the liquid to the surface, the system
will overcome the attraction between the molecules to perform work, which will increase
the free enthalpy. On the contrary, when the molecules in the surface layer move into the
liquid, the free enthalpy of the system will decrease. Because the system is more stable at
low energy, the liquid surface always shows the phenomenon of automatic contraction.

As early as the 19th century, people started theoretical research on surface-wetting
behavior. The essence of the wetting phenomenon is the interaction of solid, liquid, and gas
interfaces, and this interaction is the result of the tension balance of these three interfaces.
Figure 2g–i show two conditions in which the solid–liquid–gas three-phase contact section
presents the curve: continuous (Figure 2g) and discontinuous (Figure 2h,i). If the contact
line was continuous, the droplet did not roll easily on the solid surface and adhered easily
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to the solid surface. If the contact line was discontinuous, the droplet rolled easily on the
solid surface.

In 1804, British scientists such as Thomson Young first proposed the relationship
between the static contact angle of an ideal solid surface (the surface of solid materials was
absolutely smooth, and the chemical composition was consistent) and the surface tension
(Young’s equation) as exhibited in Equations (2)–(9) [92]:

cos θ0 = (γSV − γSL)/γLV (2)

V =
πR3

3
(1 − cos θ)2(2 + cos θ) (3)

S = 2πR2(1 − cos θ) (4)

G = γLAS − π(R sin θ)2(γSA − γSL) (5)

G =

[
9πV2

(1 − cos θ)(2 + cos θ)2

] 1
3

× [2γLA − (γSA − γSL)(1 + cos θ)] (6)

dG
dθ

=

[
9πV2

(1 − cos θ)(2 + cos θ)2

] 1
3

× (γSA − γSL − γLA cos θ) sin θ = 0 (7)

dG
dθ

= 0 (8)

(γSA − γSL − γLA cos θ) = 0 (9)

Herein, θ is the CA of the solid surface; γSV , γSL, and γLV are the surface tension of
solid–gas interface, solid–liquid interface, and liquid–gas interface, respectively; V is the
volume of the droplet; R is the radius of the droplet; S is the area of contact between a
droplet and air; and G is the Gibbs free energy of the droplet.

The contact angle can be utilized as a visual indicator to quantitatively assess the
wetting behavior of a solid surface by a liquid, but it does not reflect the change in energy
during the wetting process. From the point of view of energy, the energy of the surface
atoms or molecules is always higher than the energy of the same atomic molecules inside,
whether it is a solid or a liquid. In the case of liquids, there is always an attempt to reduce
their surface area in order to reduce their total energy and, thus, put them in a more stable
state. Thus, the surface properties of a solid or liquid are described quantitatively by its
surface energy or surface tension. The formula verifies the correctness of Young’s equation
from the point of energy view.

It is generally accepted that surface energy is the work performed to increase the
surface area of a solid or liquid per unit area at constant temperature and pressure. Surface
tension and surface energy are numerically equivalent but have different meanings. Surface
tension is for the action of the surface of a solid or liquid so that its surface area to reduce
the unit length of the force. Both are indicated by the symbol γ. The contact process
between liquid and solid is usually accompanied by the disappearance of two old interfaces
and the formation of a new one. From a microscopic point of view, this is the result of
a large number of molecules acting together in an attempt to decrease the total energy
of the system. The process of wetting obeys the principle of energy minimisation. Thus,
Equations (2)–(8) verify the correctness of Young’s equation from an energy point of view.

Young’s equation characterises the wetting behavior of the ideal solid surface. How-
ever, the ideal solid surface does not exist (Figure 2c); actual solid surfaces will possess
a certain level of roughness. In 1936, the American scientist Wenzel further extended
the application of Young’s equation by proposing a wetting theory (Wenzel’s theory) for
rough solid surfaces [93]. As shown in Figure 2d, supposing that the structural size of a
rough solid surface was smaller than the size of a water droplet, when the water droplet
touched the solid surface, there was no air pocket between the droplet and the solid.
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This type of solid interface was called a uniform interface; the contact angle of a water
droplet at a uniform interface could be expressed by Wenzel’s equation, as shown in
Equations (10) and (11) [93–95]:

cosθ = R f cosθ0 (10)

R f =
ASL
AF

(11)

Herein, θ is the contact angle value of the rough surface, θ0 is the contact angle value
of a smooth surface, Rf is the roughness factor, ASL is the real solid–liquid area, AF is a
solid to its geometric projection area.

It can be inferred from Wenzel’s equation that, for a material that is inherently hy-
drophobic (θ0 > 90◦), augmenting the surface roughness Rf will make the surface more
hydrophobic as the roughness factor Rf is a number greater than 1 [96]. For a material that
is inherently hydrophilic (θ0 < 90◦), augmenting the roughness of the surface will result in
an increased hydrophilicity of the surface.

As Wenzel’s theory supposes that the liquid is completely submerged within the
rough structure of the solid surface and that a uniform solid–liquid interface is established
beneath the liquid, the scope of application of Wenzel’s formula was limited. In 1944,
Cassie and Baxter further expanded Wenzel’s theory. They assumed that the liquid droplet
would not completely penetrate and soak into the rough structure of the surface but
would be suspended above the rough structure so that a portion of the air pocket or air
bubble would be bound between the solid and liquid surfaces, forming the composite
solid–liquid–air interface, as shown in Figure 2e. The wettability of a rough solid surface
in the Cassie wetting state can be described by the following Cassie-Baxter equation, as
shown in Equations (12) and (13) [95,97–99]:

cosθ = R f cosθ0 − fLA

(
R f cosθ0 + 1

)
(12)

fLA ≥
R f cosθ0

R f cosθ0 + 1
(θ0 < 90◦) (13)

Herein, fLA is the area percentage of the liquid–gas interface under a droplet in the
whole structure. It can be deduced from Equation (11) that for a hydrophilic interface, the
contact angle value increases with augmenting fLA. If larger values of fLA can be achieved,
the surface can become super-sparse. However, there is also instability in the formation of
air bubbles. Equation (12) shows that it makes a hydrophilic interface hydrophobic; the
value of fLA must satisfy Equation (13).

The conversion mechanism between Cassie and Wenzel is very important. This wet-
ting transition is dominated by the competition between the energy barrier and external
force [100,101]. When the energy of the droplet in Cassie mode is greater than that in
Wenzel mode, the interface state of the liquid on the superhydrophobic surface changes
from being suspended on the gas film to directly contacting the surface, thus making the
material lose its waterproof function. Therefore, the Cassie–Wenzel conversion should
be avoided by adjusting the microstructure parameters. Meanwhile, Nosonovsky and
Bhushan proved the irreversibility of the transition from the Cassie-Baxter to the Wenzel
mechanism by experimental data [102,103]. This transformation could be induced by ap-
plying pressure [104], voltage [105], light [106], and vibration [107], but the transformation
from Wenzel to Cassie-Baxter had not been observed. The research showed that only when
the net surface energy of Wenzel was equivalent to the Cassie-Baxter model or when the
predicted contact angle value by the Cassie-Baxter model was consistent with the contact
angle value predicted by Wenzel, this conversion would happen.

Lafuma and Quere think that in some cases, even if the energy is suitable, this trans-
formation will not happen, and it is metastable [108]. Extrandl thinks that this mechanism
of conversion from Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel is closely related to the weight of the droplets
and proposes a contact line density model [109]. When the weight of the droplet exceeds
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the corresponding surface tension on the triple intersection line, this conversion will oc-
cur. Patankar believes that how these two states happen depends on how droplets are
formed, that is, the historical process of system formation [110]. Quere also believes that
the curvature of the droplet (curvature relies on the pressure difference between the inside
and outside of the droplet) can adjust and change this transition [111]. Nosonovsky and
Bhushan think that this transformation is an unstable dynamic process and study the
possible unstable factors [112]. Some people also think that the curvature of multi-scale
roughness can determine the stability of the Cassie-Baxter wetting mode [113–115]. How-
ever, up to now, there is no clear theoretical conclusion on how this conversion mechanism
happened. According to the theory put forward by Nosonovsky and Bhushan, due to
the influence of adhesion lag, wetting consumes less energy than non-wetting, so there
is an asymmetric relationship between wetting and non-wetting. Adhesion hysteresis is
one of the causes of contact angle hysteresis, and it is also the cause of state transition
hysteresis of Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter. They also pointed out that the Wenzel state is
more likely to occur from the point of view of appropriate energy for the surface with
relatively low roughness (for example, a large, inclined space between protrusions). How-
ever, the Cassie-Baxter state is more possible to occur for the surface with relatively large
roughness [116]. (See Table 2).

Table 2. Summary of terminology for wetting properties.

Abbreviations or Symbols Terminology Unit Symbols

CA contact angle degree
SA sliding angle α

CAH contact angle hysteresis ∆θ
θADV advancing contact angle degree
θREC receding contact angle degree

2.2. Experiments of Hydrophobicity

In the last decade, research on superhydrophobicity materials has developed rapidly
and is receiving increasing attention from scientists [117–120]. Adequate research shows
that an effective way to change the wettability of the solid surfaces is by artificially ad-
justing and changing the chemical composition [121] and surface morphology of solid
surfaces [122]. On the one hand, by introducing a compound containing the hydroxyl (-OH)
functional group onto the solid surface, the hydrophilicity of the solid surface can be en-
hanced, facilitating its wetting by liquids. On the other hand, micro-nanostructured surface
morphology can augment the solid’s surface area and modify its surface energy, thereby
influencing its interaction with liquids. Therefore, scholars often alter the hydrophobicity
of materials by controlling the preparation conditions to obtain micro- and nanostructures
of different sizes and shapes, such as spherical [123], lamellar [124], cubic, polyhedral,
and flower-like structures [125]. Some examples, which are extracted from recent studies,
provide a summary of constructed superhydrophobicity nanosurfaces (see Table 3).

Ultraviolet (UV) curing enables the rapid conversion of solvent-free liquid formula-
tions into solid films by UV irradiation. Polyurethane acrylate (PUA) resin with unsaturated
carbon–carbon double bond (C-C) can go through radical polymerization under the action
of a photoinitiator. However, compared to rough fabric surfaces, the establishment of
multilayer structures on flat metal substrate surfaces required more inorganic particles.
Furthermore, when sufficient inorganic particles were used to confer superhydrophobicity,
these particles may hinder the crosslinking of the resin monomer, thus failing to maintain
the original adhesion and mechanical stability of the resin. Zhang et al. [126] enhanced the
interfacial bonding strength with PUA by grafting C-C bonds to the surface of particles hy-
bridized by carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and SiO2 through 3-methylpropylpropyl trimethoxy
siloxane (MPS). In addition, the C-C and Si-O bonds in the added MPS further increased
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the cross-linking density. Moreover, the prepared PUA/MPS/CNTs@SiO2 coating was still
hydrophobic after friction and wear experiments.

A major disadvantage of artificial surfaces is that their superhydrophobicity is greatly
reduced after they are inevitably worn or scratched by small particles. The wear properties
of polymer coatings can be further enhanced by introducing hard nanoparticles such as
carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, and SiO2. Shi et al. [127] studied the preparation
of polyphenylene sulfide, polytetrafluoroethylene, and silicon dioxide (PPS-PTFE/SiO2)
composite coatings with different SiO2 contents by simple spray method. The water
contact angles (WCAs) of the prepared coating ranged from 152◦ to 145◦, which could be
attributed to its fibrous mesh structure and low surface energy. The introduction of SiO2
nanoparticles in the composite coating effectively ameliorated the wear resistance of the
coating. In addition, PPS-PTFE/SiO2 coating had preferable corrosion resistance towards
AZ31 magnesium alloy.

Besides the hydrophobic effect of preparing microstructure coating on the surface of
the material, excellent hydrophobicity can also be achieved by the application of bionic
microstructure on the surface of the material. The utilization of metal alloys in industrial
machinery parts is widespread due to their exceptional mechanical properties and wear
resistance. However, metal alloys are inclined to corrosion in humid environments and
chlorine-containing solutions. As a result, its life and application areas are seriously limited.
By optimizing the etching and electrodeposition time, Yu et al. [128] formed micron-plate
structures, micron-sized papillary structures, and broccoli-like nanosphere nickel films on
the brass surface. The modified structure had good water resistance, the static contact angle
was 159.5 ± 1.7◦, and the sliding angle was 3.3 ± 0.6◦. After the surface energy was reduced
by modification, the micro-nanocomposite structure could capture a large amount of air.
Since air had perfect hydrophobicity, a large number of micro-nanocomposite structures
bound to air were the main reason for the surface superhydrophobicity.

With the continuous advancement of science and technology, research on bionic
interfaces has begun to expand from metallic element materials to non-metallic element
materials. Single crystal silicon (sc-Si) possesses outstanding physical, chemical, mechanical,
and semiconductor properties, which have shown approving outcomes in the design of
lightweight applications such as electrical and electronic devices [129,130]. However, the
poor hydrophobic characteristics of sc-Si render it unsuitable for complex environments.
Researchers have been able to develop high-quality fleece structures on the surface of
silicon substrates by dry etching [131,132], while photo-etching can readily create large-
area mask patterns using photoresists [133]. Nevertheless, the aforementioned preparation
methods do not meet the requirements of industrial applications because of their high
cost and low efficiency. Chang et al. [134] developed a wet etching method to fabricate
the hierarchical structures on the surfaces of sc-Si to improve hydrophobic properties,
as shown in Table 3. The Fe(NO3)3/HF mixed solution was used to texture the surface
of sc-Si through an oxidation–reduction reaction (Figure 3a). At the initial stage of the
reaction, Fe3+ was reduced to Fe2+, and Si was formally oxidized to SiO2, which was
then dissolved in a hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution to obtain micro-nanostructures with
hemispherical etched pits and needle-like folds. The results indicated that the surface
roughness of monocrystalline silicon substrate was the pivotal factor in determining its
strength and hydrophobicity.

Analogously, Ahmad Kamal et al. [135] explored the effect of electrode distance (DE)
on hydrophobic behaviors of carbon nitride (CNx) thin films deposited on silicon substrate.
With the decrease in DE, the amount of nitrogen was increased, and the relative strength
of the C=N→C=C and N-H→O-H bonds increased, which resulted in a change of the
film property from hydrophilicity to superhydrophobicity. Furthermore, N atoms were
added to the film structure to form fibrous nanostructures. Ahmad Kamal et al. [136]
further explored the wetting behaviors of CNx nanostructures with various annealing
temperatures (TA) treatments. The exploration showed that as TA was increased to 700 ◦C,
the CNx nanostructures provided a better contact angle of 158.1 ± 1.5◦ if compared to
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that of undisposed CNx nanostructures (102.8 ± 1.5◦). Moreover, the repeated drop
coating tests showed that the films annealed at 700 ◦C provided excellent durability and
retained superhydrophobicity properties after 10 drops of coating. This indicated that high
annealing temperatures could eliminate defects in the nanostructure and further strengthen
it, thus exhibiting excellent water resistance and self-cleaning performances, as well as high
reusability of the nanostructure.

Recent studies have shown that nucleation and growth processes of inorganic films sig-
nificantly affect their microstructure and shape. Fan et al. [137] prepared Cu2O/CuO films
with controllable flower shapes by direct crystallization assisted by sodium borohydride.
Three types of Chrysanthemum-like, Candocl-like, and dandelion-like CuO microstructures
were obtained by controlling the concentration of NaBH4 (Figure 3b); the chemical reactions
involved were thought to proceed as follows (Equations (14)–(17)):

BH4
−

(aq) + 4H2O → H3BO3(aq) + 4H2 + OH−
(aq) (14)

2Cu(s) + O2 +2H2O + 4OH−
(aq) → 2[Cu(OH)4]2−

(aq) (15)

8[Cu(OH)4]2−
(aq) + BH4

−
(aq) → 4Cu2O(s) + H3BO3(aq) + 8H2O + 17OH−

(aq) (16)

2Cu2O(s) + O2 → 4CuO(s) (17)

Herein, NaBH4 was used as an alkaline catalyst and reductant to promote the growth
of CuO nanostructures on Cu foil, as shown in Table 3. The hydrophobic experiment results
showed that the surface wettability of CuO film changed from hydrophilic to hydrophobic
by uncomplicated surface modification, which was attributed to sodium laurate being easy
to self-assemble on the film surface and reducing the surface free energy.

In parallel, the self-assembled hierarchies have been an intensive and widespread
subject of investigation in the field of hydrophobicity because of their fascinating phys-
ical and chemical properties [138–142]. As a result, three-dimensional (3D) hierarchical
structures composed of nanostructured blocks (nanoplates, nanoparticles, nanoribbons,
or nanorods) have been extensively explored [143–146]. The Bi2S3 flower-like layered
nanostructures assembled by nanorods were successfully synthesized under hydrothermal
conditions [147]. The contact angle of water at room temperature was measured by the Dat-
aphysics OCA20 contact angle system. It could be clearly seen that the hydrophobic angle
(107.99◦) of flower-like layered nanostructures of Bi2S3 film was significantly higher than
that of rod-like (80.65◦) and sheet-like (50.57◦) nanostructures. The results demonstrated
that the prepared self-assembled films with nanostructure provided an effective strategy
for improving hydrophobic properties.

In addition, the preparation process and processing parameters of the composites
also affect the hydrophobic and hydrophilic transition of surfaces. The superhydrophilic
surfaces with micro/nanostructures and passivated layers were developed on stainless
steel surfaces by chemical etching and oxidation [148]. Subsequently, the superhydrophilic
surfaces were easily changed to superhydrophobic surfaces via a self-assembled monolayer
coating. The contact angle has been increased from ~0◦ for the raw stainless steel to
158.3◦ for the stainless steel with self-assembled monolayer coating. Furthermore, the
reversible transition from superhydrophobicity to superhydrophilicity of ZnO thin films
with diameters of 50–150 nm was controlled via alternating UV luminescence and dark
storage [106]. The specific values for the wetting properties are presented in Table 3.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of preparation of stratification structure of sc-Si surface [134];
(b) growth mechanism diagram of three-dimensional hierarchical flower-like CuO architectures pre-
pared with different concentrations of NaBH4 [137]; (c) wetting behavior and surface characteristics
of prepared superhydrophobicity PTFE sheets [149]; static behavior of water droplets on the surface
of (d) the raw wood and (e) BMSW surface [150]; (f,g) TEM images of wicker-like SiC@graphene hier-
archical structures [151]; (h,i) the schematic diagram of superhydrophobic treatment of SiO2-coated
SiC nanowires surfaces [152].
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The successful synthesis of sic-based nanostructures with superhydrophobicity prop-
erties gradually attracted widespread attention from investigators in order to optimize
hydrophobic properties in complex environments. The wicker-like SiC@graphene multi-
dimensional nanostructures were prepared by the chemical vapor deposition method [151].
It could be seen that two representative graphene nanostructures, namely graphene
nanoplane (yellow arrow in Figure 3f) and vast graphene nanoflakes (Figure 3g), were
wrapped around the SiC nanowire core layer in turn. Polymers are extensively used
as a combination of organic and inorganic components in the field of hydrophobic ap-
plications [153,154]. The nanostructured block copolymers (BCPs) based on methacry-
loisobutyl polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (MAibPOSS) and trifluoroethyl methacry-
late (TFEMA) were successfully synthesized via reversible addition–fragmentation chain
transfer (RAFT) polymerization [155]. The core–shell and layered structures were obtained
by dissolving BCPs in chloroform and tetrahydrofuran, respectively. After annealing,
the contact angle of the BCPs coating on substrates increased from ~100◦ to ~128◦, as
recorded in Table 3.

Ryu et al. [149] produced the crown structures on a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
sheet using a plasma treatment with argon and oxygen gases. The wetting behavior and
surface features of the prepared superhydrophobicity PTFE sheet are shown in Figure 3c.
The water contact angle (171.4◦ ± 3.3◦) of the PTFE sheet treated by plasma was obviously
higher than that of the bare PTFE sheet (111.0◦ ± 2.4◦), as shown in Figure 3c(i,ii). The
formation of nanometer sharp protrusions on the surface of the superhydrophobicity PTFE
sheet was the key to excellent superhydrophobicity (Figure 3c(iii–vi)).

To date, the construction of the hydrophobic layer on the surface of the composite
material is necessary to prevent the material from being adversely affected by its own
large number of hydrophilic groups. Yang et al. [150] successfully prepared a hydrophobic
micro/nanostructure similar to watercress leaves by coating Polyvinyl butyral/SiO2 coating
on the surface of the wood with the polydimethylsiloxane template secondary transfer
replication technology. Additionally, the hydrophobic properties of virgin wood (Figure 3d)
and biomimetic morphologies of superhydrophobic wood (BMSW) surfaces (Figure 3e)
were examined using commonly used liquids. It could be clearly seen that the surface
of the primitive wood shows no repulsion to these liquids. However, the droplets were
standing on the prepared BMSW surface.

In addition to changing the surface nanostructure of the substrate, as described above,
surface chemistry can also be changed to influence surface wettability [156]. Porous anodic
aluminum oxide (PAA) has been extensively used in the systematic study of nanoscale
material properties owing to its ability to precisely control pore size and pore spacing in
the preparation process. Leese et al. [157] studied the wettability property of PAA coated
with fluorosilane. It was also found that the contact angle of silylated PAAs (103 ± 2◦) was
significantly higher than that of pure PAAs (12 ± 2◦). Moreover, the superhydrophobicity
surface could be obtained by the chemical treatment of SiC nanowires coated with simple
silica with fluoroalkylsilane (FAS) in ethanol solution at room temperature [152]. The
hydrolysis equation of FAS in the preparation process (Figure 2h) was as follows:

M-Si(OC2H5) + H2O → M-SiOH + C2H5OH (18)

M-SiOH + OH-R → M-Si-O-R + H2O (19)

Herein, M is the hydrophobic group of the FAS, and R is the SiO2-coated SiC nanowire
surfaces. Based on the above-mentioned equations, a mass of silanol groups condenses with
the hydroxyl groups on the SiO2-coated SiC nanowire surfaces to form a stable chemical
bond. After the condensation reaction, the binding of the FAS molecules to the SiO2-coated
SiC nanowire surfaces resulted in the exposure of the hydrophobic groups of the FAS
molecules, effectively preventing water droplets from coming into contact with the surface
(Figure 3i). It was noteworthy that the superhydrophobicity treatment of the surface did
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not cause significant changes in the surface morphology, microstructure, and crystalline
phase of the SiO2-coated SiC nanowire.

Besides the single change of structure/chemical composition, modifications to both
the structure and chemical composition of the composite surface have an important im-
pact on the improvement of hydrophobic properties. Puukilainen et al. [18] added per-
fluoropolyether (PFPE) into melt polyolefin and used a nanoporous anodic aluminum
oxide (AAO) mold insert to prepare a hydrophobic polyolefin (PO) surface with a nano-
pattern surface. The surface of PO showed ordered high aspect ratio nanostructures,
and the contact angle increased by about 25% compared with untreated PFPE. Such re-
markable improvement in the wettability performance could be attributed to chemical
modification and nanostructure.

2.3. Hydrophobic Mechanism

In the previous two sections, the theoretical as well as experimental aspects of bionic
structures in the field of hydrophobicity are described; however, the mechanisms of how
specific functions are achieved under certain environmental conditions are not understood.
This subsection provides a detailed description of the performance mechanism.

Based on Wenzel and Cassie’s theory [93,98], lower surface energy and rough surfaces
are the decisive factors in producing superhydrophobic surfaces. The superhydrophobicity
MgAl-LDH modified melamine sponges (MA-LDH@MS) were prepared using an in situ
growth method [158]. The hydrophobic experimental results indicated that the developed
MA-LDH@MS was superhydrophobic; the detailed values of this CA are shown in Table 3.
This was attributed to the fact that most of the hydrophile functional groups of MS are
eliminated in the hydrothermal process, leading to a low surface energy, and MA-LDH
was formed on the surface of MS, increasing the roughness of MS. Thus, the low surface
energy and rough surface raise the water contact angle, leading to the superhydrophobicity
surface of MA-LDH@MS.

Additionally, Zhao et al. [159] prepared a new superhydrophobic/super-oleophilic
quartz sand surface for the selective separation of water and oil by constructing a siliceous
rough structure and embellishing it with low-surface-energy hexadecyl-trimethoxysilane.
The results showed that the contact angle of the liquid does determine the intrusion pressure.
When the water was in contact with the modified quartz sand, the WCA was greater than
90◦, the intrusion pressure was positive, and the water could not penetrate the quartz sand
filter layer, while the opposite was true for oil. With the increase in the thickness of the
quartz sand filter layer, the flux was decreased, and the separation efficiency was increased.
Furthermore, the results of several tests manifested that the embellished quartz sand has
good stability and reusability.

Porous polymer microspheres are widely used in applications because of their lami-
nated morphology and vast surface area. Lv et al. [160] were the first group to construct a
superhydrophobicity coating by using polystyrene (PS) microspheres as filler and beeswax
as a hydrophobic agent. The relationship between the wettability of the coating and the
porous morphology of the polystyrene microspheres was investigated. As the microspheres
grew, the microsphere size increased, and the solid–liquid contact surface trapped a greater
amount of air, resulting in an increase in CA and a decrease in CAH. Furthermore, as the
size of the microspheres increased, the spacing between PS microspheres decreased with
increasing PS microsphere volume to prevent water droplet intrusion. Thus, the opening of
the porous surface and the reduction of the spacing between the PS microspheres are consid-
ered to be the two most important factors in improving the hydrophobicity of the coating.

Over the last few decades, hydrothermal reactions have made significant progress in
the preparation of hydrophobic or superhydrophobicity coatings as an economical and
environmentally friendly coating technology [161–163]. Mezzourh et al. grew high-purity
rutile titanium dioxide nanorods (NRs) on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass
substrates by a one-step hydrothermal method [164]. The effect of growth time on the
structure and surface properties of the products was also investigated. Figure 4a shows
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a schematic of the growth mechanism of TiO2 nanorods on FTO substrates. When the
reaction time was less than 1.5 h, the TiO2 NRs were found to be arranged, but after 1.5 h,
the nanoflowers (NFs) started to grow on the NR coating. Based on Wenzel’s theory, these
interesting roughness-graded TiO2 NR structures would be beneficial for improving the
wettability of the surface.Coatings 2024, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 47 
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foil [165]. (c) Schematic of MNS surface modified with SOIP coating [166]. (d) Diagram of damage
process and lubricant losses on different surfaces during the icing/de-icing cycles [167].
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Analogously, a simple hydrothermal method for preparing the layered porous mi-
cro/nanostructures on the surface of copper foils was proposed by Li et al. [165], as recorded
in Table 3. A schematic diagram of the increased permeability and hydrophobicity of the
porous micro/nanostructured copper foil is shown in Figure 4b. The enhancement of the
antireflection and hydrophobicity of the copper foil can be attributed to the surface of
the layered chemical porous micro/nanostructured surface. The contact pattern of mi-
cro/nanostructured copper surfaces can be described as a buffer layer formed by stagnant
air, preventing the coating from being wetted. For micro/nanostructured surfaces, water
droplets are mainly located on such air pockets and roll off easily when the surface is
slightly tilted. In addition, such an air medium inhibits electron transfer between the
electrolyte and the copper substrate, improving the corrosion resistance of the copper foil.

The surfaces of hydrophobic polyolefin (PO) were prepared by perfluoropolyether
(PFPE) blends and nanostructures [18]. Chemical modification improved the hydropho-
bicity of polyethylene, and the contact angle between water and the surface was raised
by about 10%. The nanostructure had a significant influence on the contact angle of the
polyolefin with water. In particular, the masking process showed an ordered high spreading
ratio nanostructure throughout the surface, which increased the contact angle by approxi-
mately 25%. This process has a guiding significance for preparing injection molded parts
with good hydrophobicity.

Barthwal et al. [166] successfully prepared a lightweight, durable bionic superhy-
drophobicity slip anti-icing coating by infusing superhydrophobicity micro/nanostructured
(MNS) aluminum with a non-toxic, inexpensive lubricating silicone oil. The MNS surfaces
exhibited remarkable durability, exhibiting low ice adhesion (108 kPa) after 20 ice/de-
icing cycles and wear experiments and long-term anti-icing after 4 months of exposure
to the environment (55 ± 13 kPa). Based on these results, a schematic diagram of the
silicone oil-infused polydimethylsiloxane (SOIP)-coated modified MNS surface was pre-
sented (Figure 4c). The existence of a bionanostructured micro/nanostructure on the MNS
surface is like a mechanically stable reservoir, which captures excess silicone oil in the
micro/nanocavity. The silicone oil lost from the surface during the icing/de-icing cycle
is compensated for by the surface capillary action of excess silicone oil trapped in the
micro/nanostructure cavity, resulting in excellent durability.

Similarly, Tan et al. [167] injected lubricants into microconical pores and porous
nanostructures. The porous nanostructures maintain lubricant to form a smooth lubri-
cating film, and the microcone pores protect the nanostructures, thereby increasing the
Journal Pre-proof-23 durability of the lubricant injected surface. Damage processes and
lubricant loss in different surfaces during the icing/de-icing cycles on different surfaces
are illustrated in Figure 4d. During de-icing, the mechanical interlocking of ice and super-
hydrophobic surfaces (SHS) causes the nanostructures to crack. As the slider consumes
lubricant during the icing/de-icing process, the nanostructure will be gradually exposed
and broken, resulting in a rapid increase in the adhesion strength of the ice. The nanostruc-
tures on the p-slip are protected by the microcone pores and only minor damage occurs at
the top layer at first. At this point, the adhesion strength of the ice tends to stabilize. The
results show that the adhesion strength remains low and stable during the ice/de-icing
process, and the durability of the p-slip is greatly improved.

As most metals are known to be hydrophilic, Yang et al. [168] pioneered the use
of femtosecond laser raster scanning to obtain anisotropic superhydrophobic aluminum
surfaces in the shape of rice leaves, as recorded in Table 3. The contact angle measurements,
structural analysis, and spectroscopic detection were used to fully characterise the bionic
surfaces and to understand the causes of anisotropic superhydrophobic surfaces. For
hydrophobic-graded micro/nanostructured surfaces, the following Equations (20)–(24)
could be used:

cos θ = ∅s(rs cos θ0 + 1)− 1 (20)

rs =
Sactual

Sprojected
(21)
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∅s =
a

a + b
(22)

sin α =
2krs∅s sin θ

g

[
3π2

m2 p(2 − 3 cos θ + cos3 θ)

]1/3

(23)

k =

{
9m0

2(2 − 33 cos θ0 + cos3 θ
)

π2

}1/3 sin α0

(
gp1/3

)
6 sin θ0

(24)

where θ is the contact angle, θ0 is the plane contact angle, ∅s is the fraction of the projected
area of the solid surface wetted by the liquid droplet. rs is the roughness factor of surface
structures. Sactual , as the actual surface area, can be directly measured with a 3D digital
microscope; Sprojected, as projected area, can be calculated according to the measurement
chart. a is the width of the ridge (the distance between adjacent grooves), and b is the width
of the groove. m0 is the weight of the corresponding droplet. The sliding angle can be
easily calculated by substituting the values. The slight difference between theoretical and
experimental values is due to the oxidation of the metal.

Table 3. Summary of various materials and preparation strategies adopted to synthesize superhy-
drophobic surfaces.

Matrix Low-Surface-
Energy Material

Fabrication
Technique Major Properties Summary Morphology Ref

Glass wafer - Sol-gel Controllable
wettability CA = 161.2 ± 1.3◦
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Table 3. Cont.

Matrix Low-Surface-
Energy Material

Fabrication
Technique Major Properties Summary Morphology Ref

BCPs - RAFT Hydrophobicity CA = 128◦
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2.4. Hydrophobic Applications

Numerous natural plants and animals have advanced special wetted surfaces to adapt
to their habitats [169–171]. Inspired by nature, extensive bionic functional surfaces have
been artificially manufactured and used for corrosion resistance, freeze-proofing, and
oil–water separation [172,173]. In particular, superhydrophobic surfaces with anisotropic
sliding properties are becoming increasingly popular in the fields of microfluidics, tissue
engineering, and fluid repulsion. For example, in the field of daily household appliances,
superhydrophobic surfaces can be applied to kitchen utensils and toilet facilities to make
them have self-cleaning ability, thus reducing the frequency and workload of cleaning
work. The anti-fog functional surface can be used for mirrors and automobile glass,
which improves visibility and enhances safety. In the industrial field, the application of
a superhydrophobic surface on the surface of ships and aircraft can reduce the frictional
resistance of water, improve transportation efficiency, and reduce energy consumption.
Superhydrophobic surfaces have garnered widespread notice from researchers due to their
wide range of applications. Scholars have been able to directly influence the function of
superhydrophobic surfaces by unveiling the dynamic behavior of water droplets on them
to understand the key to their hydrophobic mechanism.

To date, there is still a great demand for a reliable and uninterrupted supply of
electricity in countries around the world. Outdoor high-voltage insulators for power gen-
eration, transmission, and distribution systems offer an effective strategy for addressing
this goal [174,175]. However, the tendency for airborne contaminants to accumulate on the
surface of ordinary insulators is conducive to high surface energy generated by the strong
electrostatic bonding between the various atoms in the material [176–178]. Particularly dur-
ing light rain, fog, or mist, these contaminants can become wet and, thus, form a conductive
layer through which leakage currents flow, causing the insulator surface to flash through
the electrical system [179]. This can easily lead to contaminated flask accidents, resulting in
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huge social and economic losses. Superhydrophobicity insulators, with their anti-fouling,
self-cleaning, and delayed ice-covering properties, decrease the risk of insulator flashover
accidents and ensure the safe transport of power systems [180–183].

The research demonstrated that durability is a fundamental requirement for achieving
superhydrophobicity in silicone rubber used in outdoor insulation applications [184–186].
Boinovich et al. [187] have shown that the evolution of the contact angle of a superhy-
drophobicity surface in continuous connection with water over a certain period of time
reveals the mechanism that causes the change in the contact angle of a superhydrophobicity
material in continuous contact with water. This suggests that the variation in the contact
angle of a hydrophobic material after a considerable period of contact with water has
distinct influences on the application of superhydrophobicity materials.

Similarly, the phenomenon of icing and ice accumulation on solid surfaces has se-
rious implications for the operation and maintenance difficulties of aerospace [188,189],
ground transportation [190], industrial machinery [191], and household appliances [192]
during the cold environment. Over the past decades, techniques such as thermal [193],
chemical [194], and mechanical methods [195] have been exploited to decrease or remove
the formation of surface ice. At the same time, the high-cost, high-energy consumption
and the introduction of environmentally polluting chemicals [191,196] have prevented
widespread use. Inspired by the specific wettability of organisms in nature, the preparation
of micro/nanosuperhydrophobic surfaces allows ice formation on hydrophobic surfaces
to be readily removed by their own weight or by natural wind. Yang et al. [190] used
ultrasonic chemical etching combined with boiling to prepare hydrangea-like micro- and
nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces on aluminum substrates. The results show
that the freezing and frosting time of the surface is delayed at low temperatures owing to
the presence of abundant micro- and nano-air pockets, and the actual solid–liquid contact
area is reduced.

Chen et al. [188] successfully produced the anti-icing superhydrophobicity coating
through jointing cross-linked hygroscopic polymers on the micro-pores of silicon wafer
surfaces (Figure 5a). A microporous array was prepared on the substrate, as shown in
Figure 5a, and a cross-linked hygroscopic polymer was synthesized via grafting free radical
polymerization within the microporous pores. When the temperature drops, the network
of hygroscopic polymers within the micropores swells deliquescently owing to water
absorption or condensation. If the temperature is low enough to absorb enough water, the
water-swollen polymer network within the micropores will bulge out of the micropores.
Due to mutual attraction between the molecules, the swollen polymers fuse together to
form a self-lubricating liquid water layer. Ice on the substrate surface could be blown away
in the presence of strong winds. The anti-icing surfaces prepared are a guide to the design
of anti-icing coatings with optimum performance.

Apart from the anti-icing properties of superhydrophobicity surface, surface durability
is also a significant consideration [200]. Barthwal et al. [166] prepared the lightweight
and durable biomimetic anti-slip and anti-icing coating by injecting non-toxic, sixpenny
lubricating silicone oil onto the surface of a superhydrophobicity dual-scale micro- and
nanostructured (MNS) aluminum. As shown in Figure 5b, the coating clearly retained the
silicone oil in the structure, and the MNS surface coated with polydimethylsiloxane was
a mechanically stable reservoir layer that stored the silicone oil in the micro-nano cavity.
Therefore, this also compensated for existent silicone oils, which were lost from the surface
owing to surface tension during the icing/de-icing process.

In addition, many reports have demonstrated the effective corrosion protection of
superhydrophobic surfaces [201]. As an important engineering material, the corrosion
protection of metals is one of the main concerns [202,203]. Prolonged exposure to contam-
inants and harsh operational environments (e.g., moisture) may result in the corrosion
of metals, leading to a significant reduction in material service lifespan and even safety
hazards [204–207]. Among these, copper coins [197], which were the currency in circula-
tion in ancient times, received a tremendous amount of attention from the investigators
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owing to their severely corroded surfaces, as shown in Figure 5c. The preparation of
corrosion-resistant hydrophobic surfaces on alloy surfaces became a difficult challenge.
Liang et al. [208] fabricated superhydrophobic surfaces on Al substrates using a solgel
method, which was shown to be effective in improving corrosion protection owing to the
synergistic effect between superhydrophobicity and silica-based films. Zheng et al. [209]
reported that the surface of the micro-nanostructure possessed better mechanical stability
and chemical durability against sand erosion. The corrosion current density of the superhy-
drophobic surface was reduced by three orders of magnitude, and the corrosion potential
was in possession of a significant positive displacement of 0.93 V.
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The hydrophobic surfaces have been used in extensive applications. However, the
preparation of hydrophobic surfaces with a wide range of excellent performances remains a
difficult challenge. The hierarchical micro- and nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces
have been successfully prepared by a combination of sandblasting and chemical etching
(Figure 5d) [198]. The wetting, droplet impact kinetics, freezing delay time, resistance to
frost formation, superhydrophobicity stability, and corrosion resistance have been systemat-
ically compared and analyzed. The graded superhydrophobic surfaces have longer freezing
delay times, better resistance to frosting, and significant corrosion resistance owing to the
large number of air pockets captured by the micro- and nanostructures compared to the
unstructured surface. These studies are beneficial for broadening the actual applications of
superhydrophobic surfaces in certain harsh environments.

It is reported that a population exceeding one billion individuals will encounter severe
water shortage in ten years, especially in arid areas [210–212]. In arid areas (the coastal
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areas and desert areas) where the water content of fog is higher than that of rain, collecting
rain by fog is a potential method to obtain fresh water. More scientists have prepared
bionic fog-trapping materials and devices inspired by the Namib desert beetle [34], spider
silk [213], and cactus [214], which are expected to resolve the problem of water scarcity
in remote areas [215–217]. Currently, fog trapping can be categorized into three parts:
water trapping, water supply, and water removal. Therefore, the surface morphology and
wettability of bionanomaterials exert a significant impact on the fog collection [218–220].
Zhou et al. [199] prepared a micro- and nanostructured hydrophobic hybrid surface by a
simple hydrothermal method. Figure 5e shows a simple model of fog replenishment. The
optimal parameters for fog collection were selected by varying the size and tilt angle of
the prepared copper foam. The hydrophobic surface has an efficient fog-trapping effect
(~209% improvement) compared to the pristine surface.

Bionics is the investigation and simulation of functional properties required for bio-
logical systems. It concerns translating basic principles found in nature into human-made
technologies. The lotus effect means that the lotus leaves exhibit extremely high water
resistance and self-cleaning properties. Lotus leaves have small protrusions on the sur-
face, covered with waxy hydrophobic crystals. These characteristics make plant leaves
superhydrophobic. This effect comes from the non-uniform/compound wetting of the
water, where the water droplets are located at the top of the protrusions and air is trapped
between them, thus significantly decreasing the solid contact area with the water droplets.
Hydrophobicity can be modified by different structures. Surface structure is essential
for the transition from hydrophilic to hydrophobic state. The dual-scale hierarchy with
branched nanostructures is an important factor in achieving superhydrophobicity. The su-
perposition of hemispherical papillary nanostructures and dendritic nanostructures exerts
a significant positive impact on decreasing frictional resistance. Lu et al. [221] conceived a
new method for the preparation of two superhydrophobic surfaces with micro/nanobilayer
hierarchical structures on copper substrates to research the impact of the contact angles
of the corresponding layered micro/nanostructures and the coexistence of three phases
on the lubrication process. The experimental results indicated that the layered surface
made the matrix highly hydrophobic and can significantly decrease the friction resistance
of the copper matrix. As the air was trapped by the concave and convex surfaces of the
surface and moved vertically, the formation of a thin gas film between the fluid and the
superhydrophobic wall was conducted, thereby enhancing lubrication performance. The
hierarchical microstructure surface improved the total drag reduction effect of trapped air
under liquid flow. The higher the quality of the hydrophobic surface, the more enhanced
the lubrication property.

Surface graphization can effectively improve the hydrophobicity of epoxy coatings
while decreasing surface attachment and friction without compromising the structural
integrity and stiffness of epoxy coatings. Surface graphization can effectively improve
the hydrophobicity of epoxy coatings while decreasing surface attachment and friction
without compromising the structural integrity and stiffness of epoxy coatings. Through
the Cassie-Baxter wetting mechanism, the addition of micropatterns on the coating surface
can foster the transition of the hydrophilic epoxy surface to the superhydrophobic state.
Under different normal forces, the micropattern reduces the contact area and, thus, is able
to effectively influence the tribological properties of the surface. The incorporation of tiny
patterns into the epoxy material mitigates the sticking of nails while reducing the overall
shear force. The improvement of the hydrophobicity is achieved while simultaneously
decreasing surface attachment and friction without compromising structural integrity.

The particular superhydrophobicity and the anisotropic friction characteristics for
biologically inspired superhydrophobic surfaces facilitate directional superhydrophobicity
and dynamic control of water transport. These properties are mainly due to the unique
hierarchical morphological characteristics of biological scales. Zhao et al. [222] used a three-
oblique beam laser ablation treatment to prepare a three-dimensional inclined bionic snake
scale surface that could effectively realize anisotropic friction. The synergistic effect of the
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nanomicrostructure and the intrinsic change of surface chemistry after laser irradiation
showed unique superhydrophobicity along a specific direction. When the water droplet is
wet and rolled on the surface, the contact area between the solid and liquid increases in
the forward direction and decreases when moving in the opposite direction. The negative
friction of the prepared surface was greater than the positive friction, and the air pockets at
the interface were broken by water flow, leading to an increase in the surface adhesion.

Various chemically modified surfaces, such as boundary lubricant films/coatings,
are employed to reduce intrinsic adhesion and friction by increasing the hydrophobicity
and lubricity of the material. However, the method of chemical modification has some
limitations. Bionic surface morphology modification can effectively reduce friction at the
micro/nanoscale. Bionic patterned surfaces reduce intrinsic adhesion and friction by being
hydrophobic and decreasing the physical contact area between the surfaces. Superhy-
drophobic surfaces are attributed to the synergistic effects of chemical and physical surface
properties. The adhesive force between the liquid and the solid at the solid/liquid interface
will facilitate diffusion, while the cohesive force of the liquid will bead it. The incorporation
of micro- and/or nanopatterns onto the surface enhances the factual surface area but may
decrease the nominal contact area with droplets located at the top of air pockets in rough sur-
faces. When the biomimetic surface is applied to nanoscale boundary lubricants, it shows a
more significant ability to reduce surface forces, as well as improve wear resistance.

2.5. Bionic Interface Technology

There are tens of thousands of micro/nanostructural patterns in natural species whose
characteristics hide almost unlimited potential of technical ideas [223]. The research, de-
velopment, and application of micro/nanostructural patterns open up new opportunities
for innovative development of materials science and engineering applications [224]. Be-
cause of the application of inspiration from natural patterned surfaces in engineering,
the diversity of bionic surface functions also shows many interesting phenomena, includ-
ing friction and wear [225], lubrication, self-cleaning [226], hydrophobic [168,227], and
antibacterial [228] phenomena. The functionality of bionic interface has attracted great
interest from researchers and continuous experimental research and application of laser,
nanoimprint [229] and 3D/4D printing technologies [230].

Natural rose petals are super hydrophobic and have high adhesion. Inspired by rose
petals, Song et al. [227] used laser processing technology to construct periodic microcolumn
structures on the surface of 304 stainless steel (SS) substrates in Table 4. Combined with
the graphene film (G film) in chemical vapor deposition technology, the dense G film was
transferred to the etched stainless steel (ESS), and the wettability of the SS surface was
controlled. The integration of G film and rose petal structure achieved high adhesion and
dehumidification of the composite surface, and the WCA of G/ESS reached 154.3◦. In
addition, the structural membrane can retain superhydrophobic characteristics under both
acidic and alkaline conditions and has high adhesion to water. It is still a challenge to
effectively gain an ideal superhydrophobic metal surface by conventional laser ablation
techniques. Superhydrophobic metal surfaces represented by aluminum can be fabricated
simply and efficiently by combining traditional laser ablation technology with surface
engineering technology. Inspired by the lotus leaf, Zhao et al. [226] used nanosecond
laser ablation technology to fabricate a lotus leaf-like three-stage composite microstruc-
ture with micro-protrusions, micro-agglomerates, and nanoparticles on the aluminum
surface. The specific parameters are presented in Table 4. The change of wetness of laser-
ablated aluminum surface from superhydrophilic to superhydrophobic was attributed to
the formation of hydrophobic C-C/C-H species by organic adsorption. After heat treat-
ment, the relative content of C-C/C-H species increases quickly, and the corresponding
relative content of -OH species decreases quickly, resulting in a rapid hydrophobicity of
the laser-ablated aluminum surface and excellent anti-wetting and self-cleaning perfor-
mances. In addition, nanoparticles and large periodic spacing perform a crucial role in
enhancing superhydrophobicity.
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In addition to realizing the hydrophobicity of the material surface, the surface microstruc-
ture also performs a significant role in anti-fouling and shows obvious anti-wear [231,232].
He et al. [225] integrated 3D printing technology with subsurface-initiated open-loop metade-
composition polymerization (ROMP) to constitute the multi-scale brush-based anti-fouling
surface shown in Table 4. A biomimetic shark structure substrate embedded with a ROMP
initiator was fabricated using commercial acrylic resin 3D printing. The embedded poly (ionic
liquid) brush was then grafted to a fabricated bionic shark by subsurface-initiated ROMP of
a new ionic liquid monomer ([BNIm][Br]), including benzotriazole and imidazole groups.
The results showed that a fabricated poly (ionic liquid) brush biomimetic surface also ex-
hibits a fairly good anti-fouling property against microalgae (porphyrins and Durosia) owing
to the synergistic effect between surface composition and microstructure. In addition, the
polyionic liquid can be grafted to the surface and subsurface of the resin matrix and showed
significant wear resistance. Dome-like structure is a kind of biological surface microstructure
in nature, and its special structure provides inspiration for the design of impact-resistant
structural materials. The majority of current biomimetic dome-like surface microstructural
impact-resistant materials are directly molded by 3D printing technology. However, the
samples obtained by this technique cannot be dynamically adjusted for impact resistance in
various applications. The existing research shows that the 4D printing technology of meta-
materials possesses extensive potential for application in the engineering field. Nevertheless,
the majority of research on 4D printing technology is limited to shape memory materials.
The dynamic bionic mechanical metamaterial of the dome structure array was prepared by
4D printing technology, as shown in Table 4, and different responses and deformations were
produced by programming the designed structure mode and different thermal stimulation
modes [233]. With the increase in the number of circular elements, the structure exhibits
enhanced pressure-bearing capacity and energy absorption performance. In addition, the
combined structure of circular elements with different diameters can fit complex surfaces
effectively and may be fit for special applications.

With an increasing awareness of physical health, the emergence of bioceramic and
bionic scaffolds provides more options for the application of traditional polymers and
metals in medicine [234]. Despite the superior mechanical and physical properties of
bioceramics, their antibacterial and tribological properties are very limited in practical
applications. The microgrid texture on the surface of bioceramics can make it have hy-
drophobicity and improve the wear resistance effectively. In addition, surface texture has
particular advantages in improving the antibacterial behavior of the materials. To enhance
the property of the 3 mol% yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystal, Xu et al. [235]
used laser ablation to fabricate three surface textures: microgrid, microfeather, and mi-
crogroove. The experimental results showed that the micro-grid texture had good wear
resistance properties. Compared to the groove texture, the micro-feather texture exhibited
a superior friction reduction effect. Bacterial adhesion and propagation were disrupted
owing to alterations in surface wettability and the presence of roughness. Therefore, sur-
face texture played a significant role in decreasing the amount of friction and wear at the
contact interface. The greater the density of the surface texture, the lower the contact area
with the friction parts.
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Table 4. Preparation method and summary of bionic interface technology.

Bionic Object Matrix Preparative
Technique Result Structure Comparison

Rose petal-like
microscale

structure [227]

304
stainless-steel

Laser etching
and chemical

vapor deposition
WCA ~ 133.5◦
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3. Biomimetic Interfaces in the Tribology

Similar to hydrophobic surfaces, the microstructure of friction interface is in posses-
sion of a considerable influence on their friction and wear behavior. As the increasing
demand for working efficiency, service life, and application accuracy of mechanical sys-
tems, controlling friction and wear has aroused great interest for researchers [236–238]. To
date, a variety of well-designed or additive-induced microstructures have been extensively
investigated to realize the desired friction reduction and anti-wear optimization for moving
parts [239,240]. In this section, massive efforts on developing the ideal frictional microstruc-
ture to achieve excellent tribological performances are summarized, some of which are
highlighted in Table 5.
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3.1. Dry Friction

An irregular surface texture was initially proposed to optimize tribological perfor-
mances in the 1960s [241]. Subsequently, surface texturing was applied in the tribology
field to achieve wistful friction-reducing and wear-resisting performances. With regard to
biomimetic microstructure design systems, the synergistic effects of surface texture and
nanoadditive have increasingly aroused extensive concerns [242–245]. Maldonado-Cortés
et al. [246] studied the role of laser surface texturing channels and nano-TiO2 particles
on the tribological performances of tool steel. Superior tribological performances were
observed in the sample with horizontal microchannels compared with those with vertical
textured channels, corresponding to a wear reduction of up to 89.8%. Nanolubricants con-
taining TiO2 further amplified this improvement (57.8%), which rendered the composites
to exhibit attractive friction and wear behaviors. Therefore, the synergistic effect of the
biomimetic microstructure and lubricant is significant for worn surfaces.

Inspired by the rapid development of nanotechnology, the application of surface
micro/nano-texturing in the field of tribology enables the structure and function of materi-
als to be controlled at the nanoscale [247]. For miniaturized systems, owing to the larger
surface area to volume ratio of devices, problems raised by adhesive force and friction force
are still open to researchers. Steck et al. [248] fabricated deformation-resistant nanotextured
surfaces. Figure 6a provided the schematic of the preparation of IP-DIP/Al2O3 core–shell
nanostructures (CSNs), in which IP-DIP was a specially customized negative photoresist.
As shown in Figure 6a(i,ii), IP-DIP nanodot arrays were fabricated on glass substrate sil-
ica, and nano-Al2O3 was uniformly coated on these nanodots (Figure 6a(iii)). After the
scratch tests, the friction coefficient was increased by 80% via printing IP-DIP nano-dots
on a silicon substrate, but for IP-DIP/Al2O3 CSNs systems, the friction coefficient was
lowered substantially to 35% below that of the bare silica substrate. Furthermore, minimal
nanostructure deformation was detected in such a texture when the contact pressure was
greater than 20 GPa. The presence of nano-Al2O3 endowed the nanodot array with signifi-
cantly reduced surface adhesion and improved carrying capacity, leading to the splendid
tribological behaviors of the textured surface.

Compared with zero-dimensional (0D) nanoadditives, one-dimensional (1D) additives
are in possession of a greater aspect ratio; this characteristic performs a vital role in the
structural evolution of composites [249–251]. The dispersion and structural characteristics
of nanoadditives have been increasingly regarded as the key parameters for controlling
the friction and wear of composites [252–254]. The well-dispersed 1D additives perform a
vital role in the grain structure of metal-based composites [255]. The effect of MWCNT on
the microstructural evolution of aluminum-based surface composites was experimentally
investigated [256]. The presence of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) led to significant
grain refinement due to their grain boundary pinning action, resulting in the impediment
for grain growth during the dynamic recrystallization process. The fine and compact
grain structure endowed the composite the significant improvements in hardness, impact
toughness, and corresponding anti-wear performance. Huang et al. [257] further reported
the sliding wear behaviors of AZ61 magnesium alloy reinforced with CNTs. The detailed
value of such friction coefficient is shown in Table 5. The grain size was noticed to reduce
as the content of CNTs increased up to 1 wt.%. The CNTs were pinned up at grain
boundaries and retarded the grain growth, which led to grain refinement of composites,
thus increasing the strength. The mass wear rate of the 1 wt.%-CNT/AZ61 composite
was reduced to 7% when compared with the unreinforced alloy. In addition to metal-
based composites, 1D additives can also significantly enhance the structure of polymer-
based composites, thus significantly reducing the adhesive wear and plow wear of the
composites [258–260]. In the study of Wu et al. [259], the friction and wear properties of
carbon fiber (CF)-reinforced PTFE composite coating were investigated via ball-on-disk
friction and wear tester. The results showed that after testing of applied load of 10 N, when
the mass fraction of CF was 20%, the friction coefficient remained relatively stable at about
0.17, and the wear rate significantly decreased to 2.74 × 10−4mm3/Nm. The specific values,
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such as wear rate and the friction coefficient, are recorded in Table 5. Excellent tribological
properties may be attributed to the formation of a continuous and uniform transfer film,
thus preventing the large-area damage of the composite coating. Additionally, after surface
modification in the treatment of HNO3 followed by coupling agent, the dispersibility
of carbon nanofiber (CNF) in PTFE composites could be further improved, and the wear
resistance of CNF/PTFE composites was enhanced [260]. The related values of the excellent
wear resistance have been recorded in Table 5.

However, the defects in microstructure are still obstacles to the optimization of behav-
iors of friction and wear for the aforementioned nanocomposites [261]. Driven by such
questions, research has been strongly concentrated on the combination of well-designed mi-
crostructure and two-dimensional (2D) nanoadditives for exhibiting outstanding tribologi-
cal characteristics and excellent mechanical properties [262]. Chen et al. [263] successfully
fabricated the micro-textured surface with nano-MoS2 coatings. The results of tribological
tests are documented in Table 5, implying that the friction coefficient of the micro-textured
surface with nano-MoS2 coatings was 22.6% lower than that of the untextured specimen.
Li et al. [264] studied the effect of surface textures and nano-WS2 films on the friction and
wear properties of ZrO2 coatings. The combination of WS2 films and grid-like grooves en-
dowed the ZrO2 coatings with excellent tribological performances. This texture contributed
to prolonging the wear life of WS2 film and improving its lubricating effect. For the case of
texture/WS2 systems, the friction coefficient and counterpart ball wear rate were reduced
by ~16% and ~92%, respectively, if compared to untreated ZrO2 coatings. Explorations on
the tribological properties of microgrooves coated with a few layers of graphene on steel
surfaces have been carried out [265]. The graphene lubrication with proper groove area
ratios (35%) demonstrated an obvious improvement in the friction behavior, and the low
coefficient of friction, around 0.22, remained for 870 sliding cycles. Such friction-reducing
behavior was primarily associated with the effectiveness of wear debris interception for
microgrooves and the formation of a protective carbon layer.

It is worth mentioning that the surface micro-texture of materials is the key to control-
ling the surface composition and interfacial properties to minimise friction and extend wear-
proof life [268]. Wu et al. [269] reported the macro-tribological performances of Pt cylinder
arrays and graphene on the SiO2/Si substrate. As for the Pt/graphene/SiO2/Si systems,
graphene served as an adhesion layer between Pt arrays and the substrate, performing
a support role for Pt cylinders. Correspondingly, the Pt cylinders provided a strong pin-
ning effect for effectively preventing the graphene from sliding during wear. Hence, the
synergistic action between graphene and Pt cylinders endowed the SiO2/Si observable im-
provement in macro-tribological performances. Surface texture is a feasible way to improve
the tribological behavior of films, but it still remains a challenge in precisely controlling the
texture size and seeking an appropriate size for promoting the tribological behavior.

Analogously, Xing et al. [266] systematically evaluated the tribological performances
of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) coated with nano-MoS2 films. Com-
parisons on the friction behaviors of nano-grooves parallel (HT) or perpendicular (VT)
to the sliding direction were conducted in the cases with or without MoS2 (MS) coating.
Figure 6b–e illustrate the synergistic lubrication mechanism of texture and MoS2 coating
in detail. For the nano-MoS2-coated samples (MS, MS-VT, and MS-HT), the formation of
lubricant film on the contact interfaces performed a dominant role in the friction reduction
(Figure 6e). SEM and EDS analyses of the counterpart in Figure 6f–h confirmed that such
film was composed of MoS2, and the conformal groove structures in MS-HT combined
with the lubrication film reduced the actual contact area and adhesion force, thus providing
a reliable strategy for generating the optimal friction behavior.

Furthermore, Chen et al. [270] put forward a method for preparing pit texture with
tunable size on the surface of graphene-containing carbon film by ion etching through
a filter. Test results revealed that this texture greatly contributed to improving the tri-
bological performances of carbon film. Table 5 provides detailed test conditions and
tribological performances. Among various texture diameters (10, 60, and 120 µm) and
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depths (10, 30, and 60 nm), the combination of a 30 nm depth and a 10 µm diameter gave
the carbon film the longest wear life and the optimal friction coefficient. The corresponding
friction coefficient was reduced by 73.9%, and the wear life was increased by 40 times com-
pared with the initial carbon film. The proposed wear mechanism was that the formation
of a transfer film containing graphene reduced interfacial adhesion and shear, thus leading
to a remarkable improvement in the tribological behaviors of the carbon film.
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Besides the aforementioned surface texture, advanced functionally graded structures
have also been demonstrated to be a feasible approach to optimizing the friction and
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wear properties of composites [271,272]. The multilayer graded structure attaches great
benefit to improving toughness and decreasing stress concentration while keeping internal
strength requirements [273,274]. Lu et al. [267] fabricated gradient structure of graphene
nanoplatelet-reinforced Ni3Al composites (GNMMCs) using laser melting deposition. A
schematic of the deposition system for fabricating such functional composites has been
illustrated in Figure 6i. As shown in this figure, the content of graphene in composites from
layer 1 to layer 4 was 1.5 wt.%, 1.0 wt.%, 0.5 wt.%, and 0 wt.%, respectively. The rotating
sliding tests at 30 N revealed that GNMMCs possessed better tribological properties in
comparison with homogeneous Ni3Al/graphene composites (NMCs). Hence, 2D nanoad-
ditives played a key role in effectively perfecting the hardness distribution of GNMMCs,
which was regarded as the root of excellent tribological properties.

3.2. Wet Friction

In contrast to dry friction, friction between two objects is called wet friction when
there is enough liquid between the two contacting surfaces that the two objects do not come
into direct contact [275,276]. Advanced materials and surface textures are the two main
branches of friction reduction research. To date, various geometrical weaves have been
intensively studied, and a wide variety of friction-reducing weaves have been prepared
by various processes such as machining, photolithography, etching, ion beam weaving,
and laser weaving [277–281]. Shallow holes are artificially distributed on the friction
surface, and these act as fluid reservoirs to retain the lubricating film between the mating
parts. The fluid film also reduces the increase in temperature during abnormal operation.
The shape, size, depth, and distribution of the prepared shallow pores are key factors in
reducing friction [282].

Wang et al. [283] reported a process for selective laser melting of ink-printed (SLM-IP)
nano-Cu particles to fabricate the dense surface texture on the metallic surface. The experi-
mental set-up of SLM-IP metal nanoparticles is presented in Figure 7a. The disc texture
surface (DTS) and ring texture surface (RTS) was designated as the friction testing samples,
as shown in Figure 7b,c. In the test under a normal load of 5 N, a sliding speed of 500 rpm,
and with the lubricant in an oil, DTS was in possession of a relatively low coefficient of
friction compared to RTS and the untreated substrate. This was attributable to the larger
effective area of DTS compared to RTS and the lubricating role of the 0D nanoadditive.
The dimensional characteristics of surface texture directly affected its friction-reduction
properties. Based on such a conclusion, Wang et al. [284] further investigated the role of
area ratio on the tribological behaviors of textured matrix. And convex square textures
of 400 µm × 400 µm with different spacing (300 µm and 600 µm) were prepared. The
specific tribological behaviors and test conditions are recorded in Table 5. The experimental
result demonstrated that the friction coefficient of the sample with a spacing of 300 µm
was smaller than that of the 600 µm texture. The proposed lubrication mechanism was
that the effective contact area of the tribo-pairs decreased with the reduction of spacing,
implying that the presence of surface texture played a role in maintaining the distance.
Meanwhile, due to the lubrication of soft nanoadditive, excellent tribological performance
was observed on the textured composite. Note that although the printed textures exhibited
a low friction coefficient, their insufficient adhesion strength remained an obstacle to further
improving wear resistance.

Based on the recent exploration of polymer matrix composites, the morphological
characteristics of nanoadditives are important for their binding to the matrix structure [286].
The tribological behaviors of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) reinforced PTFE
was reported by Vail et al. [287]. The result demonstrated PTFE nanocomposites filled
with 5 wt.% SWCNTs exhibited excellent tribological properties: the wear resistance is
increased by more than 20 times the unfilled polymer, as shown in Table 5. Although a
dramatic improvement in wear resistance had been obtained, the friction reduction ability
was limited due to the lacked surface characteristics of nanotubes. Further investigation
demonstrated that high aspect ratio carbon nanotubes (HARC) possessed a morphology
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more similar to polymer chains if compared to the low aspect ratio CNTs [288], leading
to stronger interaction between HARC and the polymer. The tight binding of HARCs to
polymer and their self-entangled compacted structures hindered the removal of wear debris
and the relative movement of polymer chains. Hence, observable decreases in friction
coefficients and wear rates were detected. The detailed value for such a friction coefficient
is recorded in Table 5.
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Figure 7. (a) Experimental device for SLM-IP metal nanoparticles; textures shape: (b) ring texture
surface (rTS), (c) disc texture surface (dTS) [283]. (d) Experimental methods for the preparation of
PyC/SiCnws-CFRRMC; micromorphology of in situ grown SiCnws on CF at low magnification (e)
and at high magnification (f) [285].

Taking into account the increasingly advanced surface modification technology, py-
rogenic carbon-modified silicon carbide nanowires (PyC/SiCnws) have been proven to
be the ideal candidates for improving the tribological behaviors of carbon fiber-reinforced
resin matrix composites (CFRRMC) [285]. Figure 7d amply displayed the process of the
experiment for fabricating PyC/SiCnws-CFRRMC. The overall morphology of in situ syn-
thetic, in Figure 7e, indicated that a large number of bamboo-like SiCnws (Figure 7f) were
randomly distributed on the surface of carbon fiber (CF) to form a network structure. Such
structure demonstrated a feasible method to enhance wettability and interfacial adhesion
strength between CF and resin, as well as tribological properties. The detailed values of the
wear rate and friction coefficient are presented in Table 5.

Based on the superior-natured ceramics, which are characterised by their lightness,
thermal insulation, and high strength, research in recent years has strongly concentrated on
developing the full potential of ceramic-based composites in tribology [289]. However, high
brittleness was still an obstacle for ceramics to obtain excellent wear-resisting performance.
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The toughening effect provided by the 1D nanoadditives played a leading role in inhibiting
the growth of wear-induced cracks. Candelario et al. [290] studied the roles of CNTs on
the wear behaviors of SiC-nanoceramics. Thanks to the addition of the CNTs, the friction
and the wear of nanoceramics decreased by 53% and ~93.2%, respectively. The values
of the friction coefficient and the wear rate have been concretely presented in Table 5. A
proposed wear mechanism for the highly desirable tribological performances of SiC/CNTs
was the synergistic effect of the lubrication and toughening functions provided by CNTs.
The former reduced the severity of the sliding-contact conditions; the latter reinforced the
nanostructure, thereby hindering the propagation and coalescence of the short cracks that
eventually nucleate at grain boundaries.

Superhydrophobic surfaces have significant technological potential in various appli-
cations. Tribological properties play an important role in many applications that require
waterproofing performance. The progress of nanotechnology has stimulated the devel-
opment of new materials and surface design, such as the application of the “lotus effect”.
These surfaces require hydrophobic surfaces and interfaces with low adhesion and fric-
tion. In micro/nanoscale applications, the two key surface characteristics of materials are
non-wetting and low actual contact area. An essential factor in controlling adhesion and
friction in dry/wet contact is the actual contact area. The actual contact area depends on
the surface roughness and mechanical properties of the material surface and needs to be
reduced. As the roughness increases, the number of concave and convex surfaces in contact
decreases, leading to a decrease in the actual contact area. Introducing roughness increases
hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, respectively. Under different humidity conditions, the
decrease in contact area results in a decrease in the value of adhesion force and friction
coefficient from the film to the lotus type [291].

3.3. Ultra-Lubrication

According to statistics, the energy consumption caused by friction accounts for about
33% of the global energy consumption, and more than 60% of mechanical materials losses
are caused by wear [292,293]. It is, therefore, imperative to design mechanical systems with
very low friction properties and to establish superlubrication mechanisms [294]. Driven by
the issues, ultra-lubrication has become an active topic in many domains and has garnered
considerable attention from many research groups. An adequate approach is to precipitate
protective coatings or thin films on the surface of mechanical parts to reduce friction and
improve wear resistance properties [295,296].

Carbon-based thin films have excellent thermal, optical, mechanical, and electronic per-
formances [297–299]. In particular, diamond-like carbon (DLC) films have attracted scien-
tific and technological attention owing to their outstanding performances, such as their low
friction coefficient, excellent anti-wear properties, and high chemical inertness [300–302].
In addition, the properties that can be obtained at low temperatures with this deposition
process, which can be grown on wide substrates, resulted in the widespread adoption of
DLC films in industry [303,304]. In addition, various methods, such as doping with metallic
and non-metallic elements, heat treatment, and the addition of nanostructures, have been
used to enhance the frictional and mechanical performances of DLC films [305–307]. The
ultra-lubrication of such film was further demonstrated by Cao et al. [308] to be dependent
on the forming of onion-like structures in the contact interface. Figure 8a,b show the optical
and local morphology of the film, respectively. It enabled the observation of a uniform,
dense, hydrogenated, amorphous carbon film deposited on the silicon substrate. However,
the ultra-lubrication of fullerene-like hydrogenated carbon (FL-C:H) films can only be
measured at room temperature.

Therefore, Wang et al. [309] annealed FL-C:H thin films under nitrogen protection.
The tribological experiments were conducted under the conditions of a load of 32 N, sliding
stroke of 5 mm, and sliding frequency of 2 Hz. The results showed that the film still had
ultra-lubrication properties after annealing treatment, and the friction coefficients were
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lower than 0.01. The reductions in friction coefficients were ascribed to the fact that curved
graphene could form spiral graphene between contact surfaces.
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Figure 8. (a) Optical diagram of hydrogenated amorphous carbon film containing nanodiamond
particles deposited on Si substrate; (b) AFM images of local morphologies (2 µm × 2 µm) for the
film [308]. (c) FESEM image of cross-section for GL/MoS2-200 [310]. (d) Schematic diagram of GLC
and fullerene-like carbon pair; (e) friction coefficient of the pair at 10 N; (f) friction coefficient of the
pair with increasing load during the stabilization process [311].

Two-dimensional structures have attracted considerable attention owing to weaker
shear strength between layers, conferring good tribological properties to the corresponding
composites. Martin et al. [312] gained ultra-low friction coefficients of less than 0.002 for
the MoS2 films at high vacuum conditions, observed the wear debris by transmission
electron microscopy, and found that the MoS2 crystals overlap and rotate at an angle during
friction. Thus, the disproportionate contact between the MoS2 crystals may be a real cause
for the ultra-lubrication. Chhowalla et al. [313] successfully fabricated films composed of
fullerene-like MoS2 spherical particles with friction coefficients as low as 0.003 in the humid
air. The cause of ultra-lubrication of the fullerene-like MoS2 films was that the curved
S-Mo-S structure effectually prevented surface oxidation and protected laminate structure.
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Graphite and MoS2 had very analogous lamellar structures with complementary physical
performances [314]. Under certain circumstances, ultra-lubrication could be achieved with
crystalline graphite due to the disproportionate contact between the atomic sheets [315]. It
is important to note that although the multilayer structure exhibits an ultra-low coefficient
of friction, its lack of load-bearing capacity and wear resistance is still not adapted for the
actual working conditions.

As most devices operated in humid air, Gong et al. [310] was the first organization,
which used water molecules in the air to participate in friction to achieve superlubrication
on an engineering scale. Graphiticlike amorphous carbon with short-range graphene sheets
and MoS2 (GL/MoS2) hierarchically structure films were fabricated using the combination
of pulsed current plasma chemical vapor deposition and medium frequency unbalanced
magnetron sputtering. The coefficient of friction for films as a function of sliding time in
moist air with contact loads of 2 N and 10 N and a sliding speed of 0.2 m/s was given in
Figure 8c. The coefficient of friction of the GL/MoS2 samples became smaller and smaller
as the temperature increased from 200 ◦C to 600 ◦C, as shown in Table 5. In particular,
changing the contact load from 2 N to 10 N resulted in an extremely low friction coefficient
of approximately 0.004 for GL/MoS2 at 600 ◦C.

Similar to the carbon nanostructures described above, researchers proposed to achieve
macroscopic superlubrication through the formation of the spherical geometry at the sliding
interface to induce nanodot contact [316]. Thus, Li et al. [311] explored the sliding interface of
friction pairs consisting of graphite and fullerene-like hydrogenated carbon films (Figure 8d) into
graphene nanoscrolls with enhanced macroscopic superlubricity (~0.005). A decreasing trend
of COF as an augmenting load could be observed (Figure 8f). In particular, ultra-low friction
could be achieved until the graphite-like carbon (GLC) is worn under a load of 8 N (Figure 8e).
The strategy of depositing GLC on steel balls enabled longer wear lifespan and lower friction
coefficients in dry N2 gas to be obtained (Figure 8d,e).

Unlike in the past, where friction was reduced by adding lubricants and designing
microstructures, the focus of technology is now shifting towards environmentally friendly
green lubrication. Nurmi et al. [317] proposed a new concept of green lubrication, which
used a bimolecular layer of water and surrounding air as a lubricant between hydrophilic
and superhydrophobic surfaces to achieve superlubrication. The formation of the lubri-
cating bilayer was achieved by utilizing the unique characteristics of two surfaces: the
hydrophilic surface ensured the adhesion and complete diffusion of the lubricating water
layer, while the superhydrophobic surface was responsible for maintaining the air layer
and reduced friction. This directly reduces the contact angle hysteresis force and may cause
more slip to reduce the viscous force. The rough surface formed a smooth interface with air,
which reduced friction and provided better performance. Superhydrophobic lubrication
was suitable for different sizes and shapes.

3.4. Application of Frictions

Friction is an integral part of extensive fields such as biology, materials science, and
mechanical engineering [318,319]. Therefore, the usage of solid and/or liquid lubricants is
efficient and effective in decreasing friction and minimising energy loss [320–322]. Alloys
have a coefficient of friction of up to 0.5–0.8 at dry friction conditions and have poor
tribological properties. The poor tribological properties of alloys arise when in contact with
other metallic materials owing to severe adhesive wear, plastic deformation, and metal
abrasion. Surface modification methods are, therefore, essential to enhance the tribological
performances of the alloys.

Surface microweaving is a feasible surface modification approach for improving tri-
bological properties and reducing fuel consumption. Surface microweaving has been
successfully used for mechanical seals [55,323], thrust bearings [324], and cylinder lin-
ers/piston rings [325]. Numerous works demonstrated that tribological property can
be effectively improved by appropriate surface microweaving [245,326]. In recent years,
graphene and its related materials as potential solid lubricants have been explored because
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they show great potential in decreasing friction from the nano- to macroscale [327,328]. The
use of several layers of graphene as lubricants can significantly reduce friction and wear on
sliding steel surfaces in air [329]. In addition to lubrication, they have shown promising
potential in various applications such as hydrogen storage, adsorbents, catalyst carriers,
and fillers for high-strength structural materials, which has sparked significant interest in
graphene nanosheets (GNS) [330]. GNS are helical multilayer structures with unbonded
layers, open ends, and adjustable core dimensions formed by rolling continuous sheets of
single-layer graphene. The structural features, as well as the exceptional electronic, ther-
mal, anticorrosive, and mechanical properties of graphene, render it appealing for a wide
range of applications, including lubrication, hydrogen storage, water and ion channels,
supercapacitors, batteries, sensors, and electronic devices [330].

With the development of synthetic technologies, the industrial production of carbon
nanotube (CNT) sheets has reached a considerable level, making them suitable for the
development of ultra-lightweight structural materials [331]. To translate the specific me-
chanical performances of individual carbon nanotubes [332] onto thin sheets of carbon
nanotubes, researchers have made considerable efforts to manipulate the carbon nanotubes
by stretching them in random orientations, which are characteristic of pristine carbon
nanotubes [333]. Recent atomic resolution transmission electron microscopy has revealed a
large number of folded CNTs on stretched-thin sheets that are aligned, populated, and free
of catalyst particles. The high concentration of oriented carbon nanotubes prepared is of
interest for the development of super-strong composites, which are expected to compete
with carbon fibers.

Achieving low friction and wear between moving surfaces has significant physical and
technological benefits, as they are directly related to the efficiency, life, and accuracy of me-
chanical systems [310,334,335]. Superlubricity, a method of eliminating sliding friction first
proposed by Hirano in the 1990s, is an important means of essentially solving friction and
wear [59]. Until now, the superlubricity phenomenon has been observed in one-dimensional
(carbon nanotubes, graphene nanoscrolls) and two-dimensional (highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG), MoS2 monolayers, graphene, etc.) materials [61,336–338]. In these ma-
terials, a carefully prepared C-plane exhibits near-zero friction under incommensurate
contact, which is also referred to as structure superlubricity [61]. However, most industrial
applications require additional performances such as larger size, load-carrying capacity,
and environmental as well as humidity stability [337,338]. Diamond-like carbon (DLC) can
significantly reduce the coefficient of friction (~0.01 in dry and vacuum environments),
extend the life of moving parts, meet industrialization requirements, and is the most promis-
ing material for structural superlubrication [339]. In recent years, efforts have been made to
design special nanostructures in DLC to realize macroscopic superlubricity. Nanostructure
DLC films benefitted from special nanostructures, including fullerene-like carbon [340,341],
graphene sheets [342], and dual nanostructures [343], have made obvious progress in
low friction wear. Among carbon-based structures, the fullerene family is considered to
have significant applications as advanced nanolubricants owing to their unique spherical
structure and high chemical stability [344].

Table 5. Synergistic tribological performances of microstructure and nanoadditives.

Matrix/Structure Reinforcement Tested Conditions
Tribological Results

COF Wear

SiC-nanoceramic CNT [290]
Si3N4 ball

(ball-on-three-disks, 150 N,
100 rpm, paraffin oil)

0.12 Wear rate: ~9.6 × 10−10 mm3/mN

AZ61 magnesium
alloy CNTs [257] block (ring on block, 50 N,

140 rpm speed, 10 min) ~0.22 Volumetric loss: 0.96 mm3
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Table 5. Cont.

Matrix/Structure Reinforcement Tested Conditions
Tribological Results

COF Wear

PTFE coating CF [259] 1045 steel ball (ball-on-disk,
10 N, 200 rpm, 30 min) ~0.175 Wear rate: ~2.74 × 10−4 mm3/Nm

PTFE CNF [260]
45 steel (ring-on-ring, 200
N, 30 min, 25 ◦C, 1.4 m/s,

humidity: 50 ± 5%)
~0.16 Volumetric loss: ~9.7 mm3

PTFE SWCNT [287]
304 stainless steel (linear
reciprocating friction, 250
N, 50.8 mm/s, 25.4 mm)

~0.19 Wear rate: ~3.0 × 10−5 mm3/Nm

UHMWPE CNT [288]
EN-31 forged steel ball

(ball-on-disc, 5 N, 200 rpm,
120 min)

~0.12 Wear rate: ~9.46 × 10−5 mm3/Nm

Dimple texture Nano-MoS2 [263]
Nodular cast iron pin

(pin-on-disc, 10 N, 0.05
m/s, 20 ◦C)

0.48 Wear rate: ~3.5 × 10−6 mm3/Nm

Pit texture Graphene [270] Si3N4 ball (pin-on-disk, 1
N, 180 rpm, RT) ~0.06 Wear life: 12,000 cycles

The convex textures Copper nanoparticles
[284]

Stainless steel ball
(pin-on-disc, 20 N, oil

lubrication, RT)
~0.12 NM

Network structure SiCnws [285] Steel ball (ball-on-disks,
120 min, lubricating oil, RT) ~0.22971 Wear rate: ~0.08171 × 10−6 mm3/Nm

Onion structure Nanodiamond
particles [308]

Al2O3 ball (2.89 Gpa,
1800s) ~0.009 NM

Hierarchical
structure

Graphene sheets and
MoS2 [310]

Al2O3 ball (ball-on-disc, 10
N, 0.2 m/s, RT) ~0.004 NM

RT = room temperature; NM = not mentioned.

4. Conclusions and Outlooks

The stunning surfaces are created by nature for scientists to emulate. In recent years,
bionic structures have also made considerable progress in hydrophobic and tribological
fields. This paper first describes surface wettability, the factors affecting wettability proper-
ties, and wettability models. The wettability of the surface can be powerfully regulated by
factors such as surface chemistry, free energy, morphology, and liquid properties. The struc-
ture, morphology, and shape of the material have a dramatic impact on the chemical and
physical properties of materials. The hydrophobic effects, mechanisms, and applications
of biomimetic structures are discussed based on the above-mentioned bio-microstructural
principles. The development of both superhydrophobicity and surface functionality on
these surfaces is achieved through precise surface chemistry and meticulously organized
surface structures. This indicates that bionanomaterials are registering significant progress
in the laboratory, but a number of difficulties, such as durability, complexity of technical
operation, and cost, need to be addressed before they can be commercialized.

In addition, the design of a biomimetic structure offers a wide range of applications for
controlling friction and wear. The research, development, and improvement of the perfor-
mance of engineered tribological substrates have gained significant attention in recent years
in bionic tribology research through investigating the mechanisms of friction reduction,
anti-adhesion, anti-wear, and the efficient lubrication of biological systems, drawing upon
successes and laws of biology from metrology, physics, materials science, and control.
Rationally designing geometric patterns with specific dimensions and arrangements can
reduce the friction and wear performances of the part surface, which facilitates surface
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weaving to reduce the actual contact area between the wear surfaces and reduce and sta-
bilize the friction force and friction coefficient. Furthermore, lubricants, owing to their
excellent performances, show approving tribological performance even under demanding
conditions, including high temperatures and vacuums. The combination of biomimetic
weaves and lubricants inspired by biological structures can result in remarkable tribological
properties. The potential of surface weaving and solid lubricant coating technologies hold
great promise; however, their limitations become particularly apparent under conditions
of high load and low speed. Under these conditions, surface woven and solid lubricated
coatings may wear rapidly, which may cause the formation of wear debris, thereby ac-
celerating wear and part failure and leading to the deterioration of the frictional wear
performances of the material. Several successful tribological applications of biomimetic
structures in materials are presented. The results of this study will contribute to a better
comprehension of the frictional behavior of composite interfaces and, thus, broaden the
applications of composites in diverse industries. The work in this article will contribute to
the development of the next generation of bionic tribological applications with superior
tribological performances.
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